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            Training Documents: 

 

Two New, Original Web Pages for MAIN Jobs & Careers 
Don designed two new, original Web pages for MAIN covering Jobs & Careers topics. The first 

page covers Jobs & Careers including listings of current open positions within MAIN. He also 

researched and deployed a series of annotated links covering job listings from major American and 

New Jersey library organizations such as ALA, NJLA and several others. The prototype pages 

have been presented to the MAIN leadership. 

 

He also created the two original header graphics for the MAIN Jobs & Careers Web page and for 

the related job listing template page. 

 

A new instructional document: How to find online registrants 

A new document showing how libraries can locate online patron registrations was developed by 

Don. He created a PDF version of the document and uploaded this to the Web server.  

 

"How to locate online registrations" is located at:  

http://helpdesk.mainlib.org/training/CT_findOnlineRegistrants.pdf 

 

A new instructional document: How to merge online registrants with existing patrons 
He also wrote a new document for merging existing MAIN library patrons with online 

registrations created by those same patrons.  The document contains screenshots to illustrate this 

process. The PDF version of this document was uploaded to the Web server.  

 

"How to merge a duplicate PACREG record with an existing record" is located at:  

http://helpdesk.mainlib.org/training/CT_mergeOnlineRegistrant.pdf 

 

Deployed Two (2) New Tech Tips Instructional Documents 

The two new Tech Tips documents sent in by MAIN library staff members were edited and the 

PDF versions of both documents were uploaded to the Web server. The announcements for these 

new documents were announced to the MAIN directors and staff members.  

 

You can visit the Tech Tips web page at: 

http://helpdesk.mainlib.org/training/TechTips.php 

 

Simply Reports Documentation 

The first document within the new Simply Reports Guide was made available to the MAIN library 

directors. The PDF version of this document was uploaded to the Web server. 

A new logo to be used on the front page of all of the Simply Reports documents to clearly identify 

them was also developed by Don. 

 

Here is the direct link to the Simply Report Guide: 

http://helpdesk.mainlib.org/training/SR_overview.pdf 

 

He is currently working towards reorganizing other sections of the Simply Reports Guide created 

by the Finger Lakes Library System to create a new and useful instructional document for the 

MAIN libraries.  As subsequent sections are completed, the documents will be uploaded and the 

announcements will be sent to the MAIN staff members. 



 
Work on the new OLIS/MAIN Helpdesk and Staff Website is in progress. 

 

Polaris: 

 

Remote desktop sessions disconnecting 

Few libraries have reported drops in the connectivity on their terminal services. Ellen is providing 

reports of these to Polaris and she is working with them to get to the root cause of this issue.   

 

Sirsi Data Extract/Polaris Data load 

She is also working with Polaris to correct some pieces of data which were incorrectly loaded 

during migration.  First Available Date was incorrectly loaded on items, bibs which have now 

been reloaded. Rendering of multiple 856 tags on e-resources in PAC is also being worked on with 

Polaris. 

 

Withdrawn Records were purged 

Library’s withdrawn items are deleted each month. In the month of March, a total of 11,626 items 

with the circulation status of “withdrawn” were deleted, and 30 were unable to be deleted because 

they had holds attached. A spreadsheet that listed the items unable to be deleted was sent to the 

libraries. On the spreadsheet, each library should locate their record set containing undeleted items 

and remove the attached holds so I will be able delete these items in the next purge.  Instructions 

on how to locate a library’s holds in the undeleted withdrawn records were also sent to the library 

staff members. 

 

Dusty Book Reports 
Instructions on how to create a Dusty Book Report in Simply Reports were sent out.  The Simply 

Reports document titled “How to Create a Dusty Books Report” is now available via our Polaris 

Reports Web page. 

Here is the direct link to the PDF document: 

http://helpdesk.mainlib.org/training/SR_DOC_dustyBooks.pdf 

 

ILL Testing 

The ILL module on the Test and Production server was enabled so that testing could be 

performed.   Jen Budd and Donna Nafie led the testing and provided their test results to the ILS 

committee. 

 

Zip Code Table 

As we have reported earlier, there are erroneous entries in the Polaris Zip Code table. For us to 

update the table, we would like you to report any incorrect entries via opening a ticket and sending 

to OLIS so we can remove them.   You can find these errors either in the existing patron addresses 

or during new registrations when the city and state corresponding to the zip code is incorrectly 

populated.  The city and the state should always be spelled in capital.  City should be spelled out 

and the state is abbreviated.  

 

PAC Customization: 

   

New Titles feature added to PAC  

Leanna enabled the feature of listing New Titles on the PAC. Titles are listed as New Titles when 

the bib record has a First Available Date within the last 31 days. The bib record is assigned to the 

First Available Date when the first attached item is checked in after linking. A daily job each 

morning creates the New Titles list.  

 

Note: If a library adds a new item to a bib record that has another item that has been available 

more than 31 days, that newly-added item will not be in the New Titles lists because the bib record 

is older than 31 days and will not be selected during the daily job. The selection is made from new 



bib records, not new items. 

 

The order of listing is newest first. 

 

You will see the New Titles choice in the dashboard on the left. The MAIN catalog page lists all 

new titles. Each library's catalog page lists only the new bib records that have an attached item 

owned by that library. 

 

Polaris sets up four categories of New Titles:  

New Books 

New Videos 

New Sound Recordings 

New Large Print 

 

MAIN Mobile PAC is ready   
The Polaris Mobile PAC provides a simple interface to the online catalog for smart phones and 

other mobile devices. Unlike Sirsi's Apple-specific BookMyne app, this mobile catalog should 

work on all devices with Internet access. Most (but not all) options are the same as in the full 

catalog. 

 

Mobile devices will automatically be redirected to the Mobile PAC when they connect to the 

regular catalog.  

 

When a library adds a link to Mobile PAC from its web site, it may want to link to a local-level 

URL that includes its organization ID. I am attaching the organization ID table with the email, 

which will also be posted. That longer link will put the user in that library's catalog. The other way 

for a user to find a local library catalog is to choose that library under the Preferences settings. 

 

You'll find all the details in the "Mobile PAC Guide for MAIN Staff" on the Polaris Resources 

Web page. Here is the page URL:  

  

http://helpdesk.mainlib.org/training/polaris.php 

  

And, here is the document URL: 

  

http://helpdesk.mainlib.org/training/P_mobilePAC.pdf 

 


